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LctUC1 iHtei'vals as will permit of satis- 
tffp r'Y ^ra^e maintenance, those with in

active brakes in trains must be located 
Posaf °.ut J°r repairs with the minimum 
Fortiv ^n^erference with transportation, 
test 4m? we depend on the train brake 
a litH * ae defect card can be made to help 
the t • nob much. Some claim that 
u, fl?ain yard test plant is needed and 
°the tk°r tkls‘ I believe it is not, in 
jn ®r than the very exceptional yard, as 
js Pecial service, such as ore, where there 
he ,]Usua^ dead time with no switching to 
\vhj]0ne- . Repairs cannot be made safely 
train6 .swRching is going on, and when a 
le» Jr 18 made up it should start with the 

aC delay thereafter.
shouf, cutgoing freight brake test is, or 
To tiJ be> merely a check against error. 
fairs"611 set out defective brakes for re- 
s'vitcVi-S to disorganize dispatching and 
Pr0(.epjng’ thus delaying cars ready to 
PensaT’ . and greatly augmenting ex- 

b’ hence, is as unthinkable as a
depend maiutenance as it would be to 
and r on an inspection of locomotives 
they ^i)orts ?f work needed alone when 

lfn were being got out for departure, 
have gdmtely on arrival each train must 
nals 9 feneraJ inspection under blue sig- 
appli ”-ssuming that the proper brake 
Kineer 0n wa ’ made by the incoming en- 
no\v l’ a thorough brake inspection can 
cars JL,p.ven, minor repairs made, and 
I'epaij, ?th inoperative brakes marked for 
tection s> a^ during the time and pro- 
As the .ceded by the general inspection, 
as soo>flr Jrahe inspection must be begun 
must h as the brakes are applied, and 
Minutes 00111 f>l eted quickly (not over 20 
avoid aS and preferably less, so as to 
ting 01 Î1 unduly severe test and the set- 
hrahesi °r cars with reasonably efficient 
•Pep mat' cannot be performed by the 
der the the general inspection. Un- 
mforrnpaav!ove Plan, the yard master is 
are read ’ * '°re switching, just what cars 
to denalf- ° Pr°ceed. Thus brake delays 
are inaint^ trains are avoided, brakes 
kept at jytumed, and incident expense is 

But rn minimum.
the corre"?6 desirable ends all depend on 
by the ; Performance of a simple duty 
?ar> tniiot?min® crew. The locomotive 
kd lb. 8 , Rave the brakes applied by a 
reducti duction, merely adding to any 
Inessa ^or stopping the amount
:° have tv,- total 20 lb. It is preferable 
, Ue 1opa1S niade as one reduction, and 
."aking. motive men do so by carefully 
jjakes n„he stop with the locomotive
ti?Ve to°"ly’ but the other method will
eta , u anstx'o» _______ ______ x? delav"8# er ln many cases to avoid 

y of releasing and recharging.4.* * ^x.cc*oxiig ctnu reciicir^mg.

n m,® will permit of releasing,
^here
V 4.1 pezxxnu UA XCJLC
ve'^i*), iJEl e slack (hand brakes set at
Dntter insnor?mg and then applying, a 
L°Ssible Pcctmn of draft gear will he 
i0|Pe hr'ap -ess than 20 lb. is drawn off, 

found ,,6s ln condition to proceed will
On being sent to the

f( !, and h s these will be found oper- 
TV the e inspector may be criticized 
’ "Rafter n?ecessary work and delay.
or

t)!akes
mere found" will fear to bad order 

unapplied, especially if
of be eith6Vera* ln a train. Thus there 
WitL hake ner .useless expense and delay 

its maintenance will depreciate, 
i aater pv kultant dangers and ultimate 
Dliphoperlv^6118.?8’. a'l due to even a few 
th(, ,tions'v l,'.'ade incoming brake test ap- 
pf. ‘Ocom'nK ae errors are due either to 
2n i?er rediJT® man failing to make the 
to {“■ he w;n 1011 (even after drawing off 
ovLaaVe po A generally need to add more 
ipJaU3t CeaJb. off when the brake valve 
I'm the ari,ses)i or to the brakeman clos- 

UctionT cocks (to cut off)-before the 
18 completed. Yet the delay, if

any, to make the test application right, 
will not exceed 15 seconds. For this rea
son, the simplicity of the test, and espe
cially because of the value of the inspec
tion depends primarily on the application 
being made properly, it is reasonable and 
necessary to require 100% efficiency in 
this.

War time merely emphasizes the need 
for making the incoming brake test in
variably and correctly. We must depend 
mainly on road foremen and trainmasters 
to, while on other duties on the locomo
tive or in the caboose, instruct and check 
against errors and delinquencies. They 
cannot do so if they get off when entering 
yards. Carmen cannot check this. An 
attempt to do so under existing conditions 
would result only in more trouble for 
them. Instructions to govern the method 
of making the incoming freight brake 
test, arranged so that they may be issued 
conveniently in bulletin form, are given 
at the end of this paper. These are the 
result of several years’ experience with 
this test on one large road, being a recent 
revision. Where, as in some instances at 
mountain terminals, trains arrive with 
90 lb., this should be reduced to 70 lb., by 
suitable application and release, before 
making the test application. Tests from 
90 lb. are less severe, because the high 
pressure left in the auxiliary reservoir 
after the reduction of 20 lb. will supply 
brake cylinder leakage longer than where 
the application is made from 70 lb.

Car brake repair instructions.—It is 
generally understood that triple valves 
cannot be well maintained, unless at each 
periodical cleaning they are cared for in 
a suitable room, having among its facili
ties a standard test rack. At two points 
where experienced cleaners cared for good 
order triple valves without removing 
them, but where instructions were to get 
a good order valve from the near by re
pair room to replace each found defective, 
the change was made to sending all valves 
to the repair room. The effect was shown 
by one shop repair foreman complaining 
of the additional work required on triple 
valves, other than cleaning, while the 
other and more far seeing foreman ex
pressed surprise that they had, consider
ing the additional serious defects found 
and repaired, got along as well as they 
had. Both repair rooms had standard test 
racks.

The manufacturer’s instruction book 
for use of the standard test rack gives 
much of the information needed to care 
for the triple valve repairs fairly well, 
but the men who maintain the rest of the 
brake equipment on the car have gener
ally had to depend upon verbal instruc
tions. To aid such men the Westinghouse 
Air Brake Co. has had certain of its men, 
who are closely in touch with such work, 
prepare instructions for the brake work 
to be done on the car. They represent in 
concrete form a large part of the remedies 
proposed for unsatisfactory freight brake 
maintenance.

Piston travel and brake pipe leakage. 
Short piston travel (less than 6 in.) and 
brake pipe leakage render good braking 
far more difficult. A piston travel of 9 in. 
is actually less objectionable than one of 
6 in. The former, by giving a much less 
increase for ordinary braking reductions, 
lessens slack action and consequent 
shocks, yet is almost as efficient in a full 
application as the 6 in. travel.

Regarding the caution in the appended 
instructions against altering piston travel 
until it has been determined, by ascertain
ing if a brake beam can be moved, 
whether the brake has partially leaked 
off, it will be of interest to know that 
tests made a number of freight cars,

starting with 50 to 60 lb. in the brake 
cylinder, gradually reducing the pressure, 
and noting the amount remaining after 
each Vi in. recession or loss in piston 
travel, gave an average amount left of 
30 lb. after 14 in. recession, 20 lb. after 
% in., 10 lb. after % in. and 5 lb. after 
1 in. This explains the statement else
where that 1 in. loss in piston travel 
means the loss of all effective holding 
power.

The bad results from brake pipe leak
age are much greater with long trains 
and increase more rapidly than the train 
length. That is, a rate of leakage that 
would not be particularly detrimental 
with 40 cars would prevent good handling 
with 80. But as any leakage is detri
mental and wasteful, and as the many 
moderate leaks, while harder to find and 
remedy in a train, make a large total 
leakage, it is very important that all such 
be located and stopped substantially when 
cars are on repair tracks. The needed 
results cannot be obtained without the 
soap suds test. A loose pipe means a 
future leak, as also does a rigid pipe 
where the need of some flexibility is plain
ly indicated. One illustration of the lat
ter is a branch pipe connection (from 
main pipe to triple valve) consisting of 
two straight pieces and one ell. Another 
that destroys the pipe fit in the triple 
valve and breaks the pipe is a retaining 
valve pipe connection running close to 
the auxiliary reservoir and horizontal or 
nearly so.

Brake head spacing.—In these days, 
when conservation of material is of the 
greatest importance, attention may well 
be given to the waste of shoe metal and 
brake efficiency resulting from the brake 
shoes that overlap the wheel treads. This 
is due to the old head spacing of 60% in., 
magnified by manufacturing errors and 
the spreading action of the overlapping 
shoes. In addition to insuring that all 
new beams have the 60 in. spacing, the 
errors should be rectified in repairing old 
beams.

Efficient train inspection.—Is not con
siderable of the unsatisfactory mainten
ance, and which extends beyond the 
brakes, due to lack of system, insufficient 
or untrained inspectors, and undue haste 
in train inspecting and repairing ? Where 
a specified time is allotted for this work 
is it based on tests with a certain number 
of reasonably competent men, modern in
spection requirement, and certain ear 
limits per train ? Is the number of men 
apportioned for this work generally ade
quate for the time allotted ? Do the 
switchmen, in an effort to meet the re
quirements of their superiors, as to when 
trains must be ready to depart, prevent 
the inspectors from doing the work prop
erly, as by emptying the brake pipe of 
air, bleeding uninspected brakes, and by 
commencing to switch the train before the 
inspector’s work can possibly be com
pleted properly ? These questions do not 
necessarily suggest the belief that the 
most thorough inspection required should 
be made of each freight train at every 
locomotive terminal, but if the rules re
quire it and gross deviations occur regu
larly, due either to insufficient time or 
men, how can any really good inspection 
be expected ? If the circumstances will 
not permit of or justify a thorough in
spection at each locomotive terminal, why 
not outline a less complete one for, say, 
through trains at alternate terminals, 
specifying for particular attention only 
the most important details ? Of course, 
the term inspection includes the making 
of needed repairs, either on cars while in 
the train yard or by sending them to re
pair tracks. Unfortunately, the tendency


